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Introduction
Candidates’ performance is generally good and answers seem to be more contextualised
in the topic area. There are still some candidates who fail to contextualise their answer,
but this is becoming more infrequent. There is also a noticeable move away from preprepared answers, although not completely eliminated, it is pleasing to see candidates
tackle the question asked rather than resort to prepared answers that do not necessarily fit
the question well. Questions are often more contextualised in a scenario or person within
the topic to encourage engagement and assess understanding rather than rote learning.
This emphasis on focus, pertinence and relevancy has been commented on in previous
examiners' report, and it is pleasing to see even further progress being made.
Essay questions often require two or three elements to be covered in an answer. Candidates
can seem to struggle sometimes with balancing out these elements despite emphasis in the
question. Essay questions are natural discriminators, but it would be nicer to discriminate
on answer quality rather than success in meeting all the injunctions of a question. It is
advisable for candidates to break down the content and injunctions of the essay question
in order to cover all of the required elements of the question – this was evident in some
responses where key elements of the question were highlighted by candidates and essay
plans offered.
Although there was impressive evaluation of theory and research, there was still evidence of
throwing in key terms, such as reliability, without demonstrating understanding of the key
term. This should be avoided and candidates should be encouraged to explain their answer
fully. There is a noticeable trend in sport psychology for evaluation to be weaker. This issue
is addressed and tips offered in the appropriate section of the report.
In terms of housekeeping, centres should be reminded that, as with any written
examination, candidates whose handwriting is illegible or becomes illegible throughout the
exam should be offered an amanuensis or other means of completing the exam. Although
the very best effort is made to interpret written work when the odd word cannot be read.
Centres should implement strategies to deal with this issue at the source. It should also
be noted that there is often significant white space available under many answer lines
for candidates to continue writing if they wish, there is therefore no need to include
supplementary sheets of paper with a sentence or two of handwriting.
The aim of the following report is to give teachers and candidates insight into individual
questions from this examination and useful tips that could improve performance. Although
not directly commented on in this main report, it should be noted that the overwhelming
majority of candidates were able to correctly identify the appropriate example of physical
dependency for C1a and the example of intrinsic motivation for D1a multiple choice
questions.
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Question 1 (a)
The majority of candidates were able to offer a suitable definition and/or example of antisocial behaviour. Typical answers defined anti-social behaviour as one that causes harm
or distress to others or a behaviour that is not illegal but violates social norms and causes
upset. Examples ranged from binge drinking in a public place to excessive noise. Although
care should be taken to use examples that are clearly not already defined as illegal (murder
and assault were not accepted) or behaviours that are clearly not anti-social and would not
cause another individual distress, unless clearly explained to have caused distress. Some
candidates referred to the violation of social norms, which could not be accepted unless
explained in terms of its impact on society or others.

Examiner Comments

This answer gained both available marks for a
definition being 'not illegal' and a further mark for the
example which was related to upsetting others.
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Examiner Comments

This answer got one mark for reference to damaging to society
as goes against social norms. However the example used would
be illegal criminal damage.

Examiner Tip

Candidates should select examples of anti-social
behaviour that are not illegal but that would be
considered upsetting to others, which was the reason
for the Anti-social Behaviour Order being created.

Question 1 (b) (i)
The majority of answers referred to the laboratory experiment as one method used in
criminological psychology, although candidates should be reminded to avoid a list format of
features and describe the research method in the context of how it is used in criminological
psychology. Examples of research studies were used to contextualise the answer in the topic
of criminological psychology, but often gained no additional credit as the outline of the study
simply repeated research method description already supplied. Candidates using examples
should do so effectively by providing more than a name or simplistic outline of a conclusion
for this sort of question. A similar performance was achieved by candidates describing the
field experiment; however candidates describing questionnaires and interviews tended to
offer AS level answers.

Question 1 (b) (ii)
The majority of candidates were able to achieve two marks, one for a strength and one for
a weakness (both in a basic outline). Stronger responses explained each strength/weakness
conveying understanding through elaboration required at this level.
Candidates are still making the jump from control over variables to reliability of findings
without explaining that control can allow retest/duplication of procedure which if
consistently achieves the same findings can ensure reliability of results.
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Examiner Comments

The initial opening statement referring to Loftus did not gain credit as it did not explicitly describe
the research method. There was then a description of the IV and DV which gained a mark for this
element of the description. The following outline of Loftus and Palmer's IV and DV did not add to the
initial feature description, so no further marks were awarded for (b)(i) (although it should be noted
that in the absence of the middle IV/DV description, this latter description would have got the mark
instead).
The strength of having set procedures so they can be replicated gets a basic mark but needs further
elaboration to achieve a good and detailed answer mark (replication does not ensure reliability
without some element of achieving consistent results). The weakness is also basic in its outline of
artificial and not being real life. So two marks overall were awarded for this part of the answer.

Examiner Tip

Candidates should be encouraged to explain their answer
thoroughly to achieve more than a basic level answer.
This distinguishes an AS answer from an A2 answer.
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Examiner Comments

Both parts of this answer gained full marks. Here the description was contextualised
and evaluation went beyond basic outline to offer a little more explanation.
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Question 2 (a)
This question targeted very specific knowledge concerning characteristics of a role model
that could influence behaviour. An explanation of how such characteristics could influence
criminal behaviour was required. Strong responses clearly defined a characteristic as an
example and explained the process of identification as it relates to criminal behaviour.
Weaker answers tended to outline Social Learning Theory (attention, retention,
reproduction, motivation) or refer to vicarious reinforcement, which is not a characteristic
of a role model. Candidates should be encouraged to frame their answer in terms of the
question asked and avoid offering a pre-prepared answer that simply does not fit the
question.

Examiner Comments

This answer clearly outlined the type of characteristics involved and then described the process
of identification (looks up to them). Here it achieved two marks of the three marks available.
However, there was no real attempt to link the type of characteristic to anti-social/criminal
behaviour and rewards are ignored in marking as not related to the characteristics of a role model.
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Question 2 (b)
Typically candidates described the Self-fulfilling Prophecy and Personality Theory (Eysenck)
as explanations of anti-social behaviour. Descriptions of self-fulfilling prophecy tended to
be done at length and often used appropriate key terms (labelling, internalisation) well.
Common issues tended to be using tautological statements such as the prophecy is fulfilled
or assuming that a label of criminal comes from thin air. Stronger answers expressed the
idea of internalisation of a label, other people responding differently to their behaviour and
a label originating from a stereotype or previous behaviour of the individual or associated
friends/family. The use of research studies was common but candidates should be reminded
to use examples from criminological psychology or acknowledge that they are not directly
linked to criminal behaviour but could be used to explain the process similarly (Rosenthal
and Jacobson, Madon).
Some candidates struggled to describe personality theory as an explanation of criminal
behaviour as they did not link the personality dimension to criminal/anti-social behaviour
(e.g. extraverts are outgoing). However, some sophisticated answers linked each dimension
to criminality and explained the role of the Reticular Activating System and Autonomic
Nervous System in extraversion/neuroticism as explicitly linked to understanding sensation
seeking and criminal activity and impulsivity/instability. Responses describing psychoticism
invariable achieved the mark by linking this dimension to lack of remorse/guilt. Candidates
should be reminded that personality theory describes behaviour as a result of nature and
nurture (not just in ones genes) and therefore affects the ability to condition behaviour.
A minority of answers referred to Social Identity Theory, which did gain credit as an
alternative theory. However, a few candidates did use Social Learning Theory, which did not
gain credit.
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Examiner Comments

This response got two marks overall. One mark was credited for the idea of labelling through
stereotyping and a further mark for the idea that people would be treated differently. The answer
did not acknowledge Rosenthal and Jacobson as a study that was not directly concerning anti-social
behaviour, so no credit here.

Examiner Tip

Candidates should be encouraged to use relevant examples of self-fulfilling prophecy as examples
to pass out a theory description. They should be encouraged to use studies wisely as they are
more appropriate as supporting evidence, so the description of the study should really add to the
description of the theory as an example.
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Question 3
There was a good attempt by the majority of candidates to offer appropriate psychological
research studies in this area and relate it to Priya’s dilemma. Many candidates offset
Loftus and Palmer with Yuille and Cutshall to good effect. Candidates did struggle to offer
the evaluation required by the question, but those who did evaluate offered appropriate
methodological and ethical evaluation of the studies described, with stronger answers
relating the methodological critique to Priya’s dilemma. Typically responses included some
studies by Loftus and Palmer/Zanni, Yuille and Cutshall, Maass and K
öhnken, Pickel, Valentine and Yarmey. In this case depth of detail was offset against
quantity of studies offered in an answer. Additional research, such as Bartlett, multi-store
model, cue dependency, trace decay, repression, flashbulb memory, levels of processing
and the cognitive interview were also considered and included in marking. Strong answers
consistently linked commentary (description and evaluation) back to Priya and her
consideration of whether or not to accept eyewitness testimony.
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Examiner Comments

This answer was typical of the majority of responses seen. With a good
description of eyewitness testimony research and evaluation that was relevant.
This response did link to Priya's dilemma but not in any insightful way. This
answer was not appropriate for Level 4, but fit Level 3 as done well. Overall,
balancing description and weaker evaluation, the response earned 7 marks.

Examiner Tip

When a question requires engagement with the
scenario it is worth referring back to the question at
several points throughout the essay to maintain focus.

14
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Examiner Comments

This was an example of a very good essay response. This answer had good depth of detail
(remembering that breadth is balanced with depth). There were plenty of very good evaluation
points concerning the research cited and the candidate refers to Priya's dilemma at opportune
moments. This was a Level 4 answer that achieved 11 marks.
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Question B01 (a)
As a question which required knowledge of a very detailed case study with plenty of
potential material to draw from, including Genie’s experiences at various hospitals, care
homes, testing, progress made/not made, etc, it was disappointing to see answers with
vague detail and a lack of depth. Typical responses gained one mark for detailing who
fostered her at various points and possibly a further mark for the development of various
language/attachment developments. It was uncommon to see any further detail for the
third mark. A number of candidates included details of what happened to Genie before she
was found, which did not gain credit, and took up a third of the answer space.

Examiner Comments

This was a better précis of what happened to Genie after she was found than was typical of
the majority of responses offered. Here the answer was specific and had depth of detail to
access all three available marks.

Examiner Tip

It may be useful to generate a timeline for this case study, adding appropriate
and detailed descriptions of what happened to Genie at various points in the case
study and what tests she had done and how she progressed/regressed specifically
in terms of her language/cognitive development and emotional development.

18
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Examiner Comments

This answer was more typical of what was seen. This answer was awarded one mark
for some idea that Genie was put into hospital, was observed and improved. For the
amount of detail available on this particular case study, it was disappointing to see
such a small snapshot of what happened to her.
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Question B01 (b)
The majority of candidates were able to offer Genie as an example of reversibility/
irreversibility of privation and give some support for this regarding her language/
attachment/social/intellectual development. Furthermore candidates tended to offer
Koluchova, Tizard, Freud and Dann as additional research. Some answers explored
differences between the cases of privation to offer further explanation with reference to age
of discovery, attachment to each other, quality of care given post privation or possibility of
mental retardation. Weaker answers detailed Genie and Koluchova as case studies at length
without referring the answer back to reversibility in any way.

Examiner Comments

This answer was awarded three marks overall. The initial sentence was not
enough as it was not qualified with any description (and it in this case could be
argued both ways). The Koluchova description and reversibility comment gains
the first mark, the second mark was achieved for the twins being younger as a
possible comparison for difference and the third mark for Genie possibly being
retarded.

Examiner Tip

It was encouraging to see a good level of explanation and comparisons
between studies, such as in this answer, showed a better understanding of the
reversibility of privation issue than a list of studies for and against reversibility.
This candidate understood the conditions in which the reversibility of privation
may be explained.
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Question B02 (a)
Typical descriptions of cross-cultural research accurately defined it as ‘Ben doing research in
different countries in order to compare the findings’. Further credit was achieved for greater
depth in terms of specific methodological features or purpose of such research (to examine
universality of behaviour/nature v nurture debate). Some candidates used examples of
cross cultural research, such as Ainsworth to elaborate and this achieved credit if done well
and linked to the cross cultural research method.

Examiner Comments

This was a slightly confused response, however the answer achieved a mark for
some understanding that universality (or in this case, uniformity) of behaviours
can be observed. Note that it was not enough to say that studies are done in
different countries as rather tautological as a statement (ie cross cultural).

Examiner Tip

The following statement might help memory when explaining cross
cultural research as AO1:Same procedure, different country,
compare them to check universality and nature or nurture.
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Question B02 (b)
There was a tendency for some candidates to restate the answer for part a. It was
necessary to explain the benefits of cross cultural research so they needed to explain how
investigating universality/nature v nurture was relevant as a benefit. Strong comments
included a reduction of ethnocentrism, increased generalisability and the assessment of
the suitability of different methodologies in various cultures. A number of answers simply
evaluated Ainsworth’s study. Answers that explained a benefit was to judge parenting styles
and tell parents how best to raise their children was not seen as an appropriate benefit of
cross cultural research (unless linked to a specific example such as day care practises).
There were too many answers not contextualised in child psychology.

Examiner Comments

This was a typical one mark response for a specific example
of 'knowledge' derived from different cultures to examine
differences between them.
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Examiner Comments

This answer gained two marks for understanding that a benefit
of cross cultural research was to understand whether a behaviour
was biological or environmental and a useful example of what
this might tell us in terms of universality of a behaviour.

Examiner Tip

Cross cultural research goes beyond just understanding nature, nurture.
It also enables greater generalisability as an offshot and can be used to
understand whether research tools are effective in one culture but may not be
in another (the strange situation on Japanese children, for example). It also
reduces the ethnocentric bias inherent in much psychological research today.
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Question B02 (c)
Typically answers referred to the high dropout rate experienced when conducting
longitudinal research, and encouragingly some candidates went further to explain this as
producing a small/biased sample on which validation/generalisability would be problematic.
Simple statements of cost and time were credited if explained in terms of why they were
costly/time consuming. Some strong answers explored cause and effect in terms of
variables being out of the control of the researcher and correlational conclusions drawn. A
few strong answers referred to the nature of the researcher-participant relationship causing
methodological problems due to increased contact, cohort effects and social attitudes of the
time. Some included generic weaknesses of research with children, which if also pertinent to
longitudinal research, were credited. There was an over use of terminology that was not well
expressed and showed a lack of understanding. Similar to previous examinations series,
candidates were again not contextualising their answer in the topic of child psychology.

Examiner Comments

This answer gained all available marks for a fairly decent attempt at understanding a range
of issues associated with longitudinal research.
Costly and time consuming as a comment was unexplained so did not achieve a mark;
however, it is worth highlighting this point as many candidates made the same mistake.

Examiner Tip

Encourage candidates to explain their point fully. What is the point they are making? e.g. 'Lots
of people drop out', why? 'We can be left with only a small number of people', why is this a
problem? 'Because the sample may be too small or biased from which to generalise the findings'.
Using interrogative questioning in class can yield better more fully explained answers.
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Question B03
This essay required three elements of knowledge; the characteristics of one disorder,
explanations of one disorder and how the explanations can help a parent understand a
child’s behaviour (relating explanations back to symptoms). Often candidates struggled to
provide all three elements, often missing out how it might help parents understand and less
commonly missing out the characteristics of the disorder.
Autism was by far and away the most popular disorder explained, a handful wrote about
ADHD, and were equal in performance. The majority of answers were able to describe two
explanations, but with varying levels of success.
The disappointment with the Theory of Mind responses was with extensive descriptions
of the ‘Sally-Ann’ test and no linking information to contextualise it to the explanation.
Extreme Male Brain Theory either successfully linked empathisers and systemisers to a
lack of testosterone in the womb and subsequent impact on the brain of autistic children,
or simply differentiated between the male and female brain with no reference to autism.
Too many candidates believe that every child with autism is a prodigious savant, and many
worryingly believe that parents who possess the knowledge of explanations can, in some
way, cure their child of autism.
There was also some confusion in many responses over whether autistic children’s brains
were lateralised to the left or to the right and only a handful of candidates stated and
understood the implications of a smaller corpus callosum/amygdala/other neurological
features.
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Examiner Comments

This answer gained 6 marks overall. The characteristics of autism were quite
basic and limited to communication so credited as a Level two element for this
answer. The explanations were quite good but the links to parental understanding
were tenuous. This almost meets the Level three requirements but the links to
parental understanding and characteristics place it firmly at the top of Level 2.

Examiner Tip

Candidates should be encouraged to break down essay
questions into their elements and ensure that each
element is tackled to their best ability.
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Examiner Comments

This answer met all of the requirements of the question and did very
well (balanced with time constraints of the paper and some minor
errors). The answer covered a range of characteristics of autism, both
theories explained (although an error in extreme male brain theory
and a little too focused on males and females). With some issues this
reached a Level 4 marking band and achieved a mark of 10.
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Question C01 (b)
Despite many candidates swerving off the track from mode of action to describing the
behavioural/cognitive/emotional effects of drugs, some candidates accurately described the
effect of heroin at the synapse well. There were some common mistakes, often candidates
referring to a flooding of endorphin rather than a mimicking of endorphin, but on the whole
many candidates grasped the idea of GABA inhibition resulting in increased dopamine. Some
candidates referred to the location of this activity in the nucleus accumbens, which was
encouraging and added to the description offered in previous examinations.

Examiner Comments

This answer got 1 mark for the comment about heroin
mimicking endorphins. It has been included in this report
as it is accurate whereas many other responses referred
to heroin increasing endorphins or flooding endorphins.

Examiner Comments

This answer got both available marks and, typical of many of the stronger
answers, would have achieved more marks had they been available.
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Question C01 (c)
Many candidates grasped the idea that they were to describe two different research
methods using human participants to study the effects of drugs, which was apparent in
the majority of responses who structured answers accordingly. Overwhelmingly candidates
chose to describe laboratory experiments, PET scans and, less so, interviews. Some
candidates simply described the research method without reference to drug research in any
way, but often there was a brief enough reference to contextualise the answer. Candidates
should be encouraged to contextualise the whole answer. It was disappointing to see
repetition between the two methods described being questionnaires and interviews with
often verbatim answers referring to structured, unstructured, semi-structured, closed and
open questioning, in both sections.

Examiner Comments

This answer achieved one mark for each research method described. The use of PET scans to uncover
functioning of the brain and effect of drugs was credited, but further elaboration was needed in terms of
the effect on functioning or procedure of the method/use of cognitive tests etc. Structured interview was
given credit for using set questions and example, but there was limited elaboration for further credit.

Examiner Tip

Remember, examples of studies can only gain credit themselves if they offer information over and above the
description provided. Really examples are evaluation based as evidence, so candidates wishing to use them
as examples in a question such as this one should really offer more detail than the offered description.
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Examiner Comments

This answers got 5 marks overall. The first research method of a laboratory experiment got
the three available marks; giving a drug amount and vital signs measured; a further mark
for cause and effect with control and the final mark for detail on the IV and DV. The second
research method of the case study gave a description of using many methods to uncover
psychological effects, and the second mark was given for being able to understand social
factors of dependency. The point on qualitative data was not enough for another mark.
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Question C01 (d)
There were far too many responses describing human ethical issues. Animal research has
its own ethical guidelines, so comments on consent, right to withdraw and debriefing were
simply not relevant to research using animals. Many candidates used a simplistic ‘it is more
ethical to use animals over humans in adverse conditions’ which gained basic credit. Often
answers outlined the pro-species argument, in some cases in quite a sophisticated manner.
The stronger answers described the issues associated with animal guidelines of species,
number, isolation, caging and adverse conditions. There were a few disappointing answers
commenting on cosmetic research rather than any psychological research at all.

Examiner Comments

It was all too common to see this kind of response,
referring to human ethical guidelines rather than
animal ethical guidelines. This answer gained no marks
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Examiner Comments

This response gained all 3 available marks for referring
to some animal guidelines and minimising pain.
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Question C02 (a)
Candidates were able to identify and describe an appropriate health campaign, but a
minority of candidates were able to translate this knowledge into one that could be used
by the local health authority. A handful of candidates simply described a campaign and
gained no marks, whilst many described a campaign and made brief reference to how
a local authority could adopt the same principles at the end of the prose. The strongest
answers selected specific strategies used by an existing campaign and described how a local
authority may use this to discourage recreational drug use (scare tactics, role model).
There were some very strong answers making good use of
self efficacy, cognitive dissonance, in-group, levels of processing, Hovland-Yale model of
persuasion (source, medium, message (medium scare, two-sided), audience), and social
learning theory, with excellent understanding demonstrated.

Examiner Comments

Using an identifiable health campaign - Scared - this
answer got 1 mark for describing the use of scare tactics.
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Question C02 (b)
The most common creditable answers included the ethics of drug replacement, issues with
black market resale and withdrawal effects of methadone. Those opting to discuss the cost
of replacement drug treatments often struggled to express their point clearly and with
enough depth for credit. Many candidates achieved all three available marks by making
three succinct points.

Examiner Comments

This answer got one mark for a brief outline of addict motivation. There was a hint
at biological/psychological causes, but this was not well expressed for credit.
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Examiner Comments

This answer gained all the marks available. The first mark was given for becoming addicted to
methadone, so does not solve the issue of addiction (although it has to be said that 'not solving the
problem' is a little cursory as a comment because methadone does cure many issues surrounding
heroin addiction).
The second mark was achieved with the commentary on the dangers of a cocktail of drugs, which
was true of methadone. The final mark was for reference to trade on the black market.

Examiner Tip

It should be noted that candidates should refer to a specific drug treatment,
such as methadone, as some comments about longer withdrawal are specific
to a particular drug treatment and not typical of all drug treatments.
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Question C03
There was a mixed response to this essay question. The question required just one learning
theory, however many candidates offered all three of classical and operant conditioning
and social learning theory. Superfluous theories were ignored and the best described and
evaluated chosen for marking, but the resulting effect was that candidates often failed to
gain the level of depth of commentary when offering three rather than one theory, resulting
in a modal score of 6 marks for the cohort.
Those appropriately citing one theory tended to use social learning theory or operant
conditioning. There were some impressive descriptions of these theories, accurately
citing vicarious and self-reinforcement, friendship groups and media in addition to the
straightforward process of reinforcement and modelling. The majority of answers included
brief to detailed comparison with the biological approach, some choosing to evaluate using
the biological approach exclusively, all of which was credited as AO2. Straightforward
evaluation tended to be weaker, but did include the influence of culture and the fact that it
can explain onset as well as maintenance, unlike the biological approach which only explains
maintenance of addiction. Encouragingly, answers using operant conditioning often did refer
to the biological approach being consistent with operant conditioning in terms of the reward
pathway, thus acknowledging the complementary nature of these theories.

40
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Examiner Comments

This was a good answer that had description focused on one
learning theory and was done very well. However, the general
evaluation was not appropriate or well explained. The comment
about social learning theory was not relevant to operant
conditioning description and the reference to Skinner boxes
and monkey trials was not explained. So effectively there was
no evaluation creditworthy. Comparison was done well, and
made this essay Level 3. The overall mark awarded was 8.
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Question D01 (b)
The level of detail here was variable and seemed not to reflect the ability of candidates.
Marked according to levels, the majority of answers correctly identified an appropriate
research method and reached Level 1 description (2 marks overall). Although answers
were rather inventive in terms of how the research method could be used, they invariable
did not progress into any detail or depth for Level 2 credit. Typically candidates identified
a questionnaire or experiment and outlined that questionnaires would be given or a field
experiment could be conducted to test the nervousness and performance. Answers were
often repetitive and tautological.

Examiner Comments

This response clearly identified the use of a questionnaire as a research method, and then proceeded to
link this to the scenario with clarity. There was a clear issue of timeliness mentioned as a control to prevent
disruption of performance, although there was no link here to the Olympics as an intended measure of
disruption of performance. There were some procedural notes on quantifying data, although this is more
analysis than procedure. There was a good reference to sample, scales used and test-retest. This answer
could be replicated, but full understanding of the procedure was not clear enough for the top level.
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Question D01 (c)
The majority of answers achieved 2 marks for a description of closed ended questions and
numerical data with additional commentary of lack of interpretation needed. Some were a
little evaluative for this question. There were some nice clear answers regarding analysis of
quantitative data using tables, graphs and statistics.

Examiner Comments

This response gained two marks overall. A mark was achieved
by mentioning numerical data and closed questions and a
second mark for graphs and large quantities. A little more
elaboration would have earned this response full marks.
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Examiner Comments

This gained one mark for commentary on numbers and graphs. This was a typical
response from many candidates and needed more detail to achieve more marks.
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Question D01 (d)
The majority of candidates achieved 1 mark through reference to objectivity and provided
a comparison to this effect with qualitative data. Some answers were limited to 1 mark
as there was no contextualisation of the answer in terms of sports psychology or did not
elaborate enough for a second mark nor add any further comparison.

Examiner Comments

Although this answer clearly began to link the answer in context with sport
psychology it was apparent that there was no reference to the question of
why quantitative data might be better to use than qualitative data.

Question D02 (a)
The majority of candidates were able to define nAch as a desire to win but only a few
progressed to distinguish between high and low nAch or variability in task or challenge.
Some candidates simply provided a commentary on rewards with no reference to nAch.

Examiner Comments

This answer was fairly typical of the type of response seen whereby the
answer defines need to win but offered little more in terms of a definition.
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Question D02 (b)
Stronger answers went beyond simply outlining rewards that could be used and referred
specifically too high and low nAch and how the coach could differentiate by giving
achievable goals of challenging targets. Some went on to describe how the coach could use
strategies for nPow, nAffill and fear. The majority of candidates, however, achieved 1 mark
with some reference to goal setting and nAch that was not developed for further credit.

Examiner Comments

This answer was far too vague and general to achieve any credit. Answers should make
reference to individual/team nAch and then offer strategies to help. This answer was too generic.

Examiner Comments

This answer at least had some reference to the level of nAch in a team. There was some
notion of the team having high nAch and therefore the coach could use encouragement.
It was a basic answer that did not elaborate for more than one mark.

Examiner Tip

With this question candidates could have drawn upon their knowledge of the
whole of achievement motivation theory and how the coach might implement
strategies, such as for individuals with high/low nAch, nAffill, nPow.
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Question D02c
A disappointing number of responses simply described achievement motivation theory or
used simplistic face validity comments, such as ‘lots of good sports people must have it
because they are successful’. Some answers gained 1 mark for how it could be used by
coaches (which was rather simplistic given the previous questions) and a few offered a
research study. Candidates should be encouraged to evaluate theory more readily in this
topic as there is a significant history of weakness in theory evaluation.

Examiner Comments

Although a short response, this sort of answer was embedded in
most responses as a rather vague face validity answer and did
not meet the evaluative criteria required by the question.

Examiner Tip

A simple mnemonic can be used to prepare candidates for theory
evaluation questions, such as:
CAARSS
Contradictory researchAlternative theoryApplication/usefulness of
theoryResearch method issuesSupporting researchSpecific evaluation..
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Examiner Comments

With reference to actual supporting research and issues
with operational concepts this was a more focused answer.

Examiner Tip

Candidates should be encouraged to write a little more detail about the supporting research
where possible. Of course this should not dominate the response but simply encourage
the examiner to believe that the research study was actually understood by the candidate.
Something specific about the study, such as 'Gill & Deeter used the sports orientation
questionnaire on high school candidates and found that...'.
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Question D03
The majority of answers found no difficulty in referring to James and Jasper's variable
performance and participation in sports. Many answers used reinforcement or socialisation
as the theory described and did so well. There were a number of socialisation descriptions
that referred appropriately to family, secondary socialisers and culture (including gender
based schema/stereotyping of sports). Some responses failed to progress beyond Level 2
marking because the evaluation of the theory was either not included or was insufficient.
Those who did offer evaluation tended to use research and reference top talent/ability as
a weakness of the theory described. Candidates should be encouraged to evaluate theory
more thoroughly to gain success in this type of essay.

Examiner Comments

This was a very basic description of reinforcement theory.
The answer referred to the distinction between James and
Jasper getting praise or not. There was no elaboration
and no evaluation. This was a basic Level 1 answer.
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Examiner Comments

This answer provided somewhat more depth on reinforcement and various types of
reinforcer for description. There were three evaluative comments made that were quite well
expressed. As both injunctions of the question had been done well enough, this answer was
awarded a Level 3. Neither description of evaluation was done very well for a Level 4.

Examiner Tip

Again, a useful mnemonic such as CAARSS could have given a candidate more
ideas with which to evaluate here. The evaluation in this response was 'specific'
yet there was scope for alternative theories of participation and performance,
issues with researching reinforcement as a motivational tool, supporting
research, opposing research and application as it could be used by coaches.
With any revision aid such as this it is important that candidates 'use' the tool
and select what is appropriate for the question asked.
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Paper Summary
Overall, candidates showed a marked improvement in contextualising their answers into
the applications of psychology, but there is still room for improvement here whereby
candidates simply should not expect credit unless answers go beyond ‘In sports psychology
a questionnaire can be used’ followed by generic description. Candidates should aim to
contextualise the entire answer and this will be looked for in future examinations.
It should also be reinforced that essay questions may require two or more elements that
must be observed and tackled to access the higher marking levels. There are many essay
questions that can be accessed from previous examinations for candidates to practise and
that can be adapted across topics.
Questions can draw on all aspects of the specification and, as shown in many of the
questions in this current paper, can be very specific, drawing on precise understanding.
Therefore candidates should be aware that description and evaluation should focus on key
elements, key terms and specific methodological and ethical issues.
The level of progression demonstrated in candidates' knowledge is testament to the
increased understanding that can only be achieved through good teaching and familiarity
with this specification.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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